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ABSTRACT

In the Philippines, improving pre-service math teachers’ critical thinking is receiving increasing attention, emphasizing the importance of tailoring instructional methods to students’ learning approaches for a more equitable environment and enhanced mathematics performance. Thus, this study aimed to determine if the critical thinking disposition (CTD) subscales (reflective, attentiveness, open-mindedness, organization, perseverance, and intrinsic motivation) and learning approach (deep approach and surface approach) predict the mathematics performance of pre-service math teachers. This study employed a descriptive-correlational research design to randomly select 125 pre-service math teachers from Central Luzon, Philippines. The survey instruments are administered through the student-educator negotiated CTDs scale, the revised two-factor study process questionnaire, and the 40-item validated test. Using descriptive analysis, findings revealed that pre-service mathematics teachers have moderate levels of CTD, most of which use a deep approach and have average mathematics performance. Regression analysis showed that CTD and the deep approach were predictors. Therefore, pre-service mathematics teachers with a higher CTD and a deep approach are likelier to perform better in mathematics. These findings provide valuable insights into enhancing mathematics teacher education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mathematics education holds importance in fostering intellectual growth and professional success among pre-service mathematics teachers. Pre-service mathematics teachers’ crucial responsibility in achieving these goals is vital, especially considering their role in enhancing mathematical competence in mathematics education. The importance of tackling mathematics performance among pre-service teachers is being emphasized, echoing concerns regarding the mathematical knowledge of in-service teachers [1]. Pre-service teachers’ poor mathematics performance is connected to their willingness and habit of learning mathematics concepts [2]. The lack of necessary academic credentials for pre-service mathematics teachers will cause a lack of knowledge to impart, limiting the students’ performance in mathematics [3]. With this, investigating factors to improve attitude and habits in learning mathematics, such as critical thinking disposition (CTD) [4], [5] and learning approach [6] among pre-service teachers, are essential to remove contributors like poor habits in learning mathematics resulting in low subject performance.
Critical thinking is a fundamental goal of the modern education system [7]. It molds individuals to make intelligent decisions in solving complex problems in mathematics [8]. American Philosophical Association’s Delphi Report by Facione [9] states that one of the components of critical thinking is the CTD. CTD is a behavioral inclination considered a consistent internal motivation to make decisions using critical thinking [10]. It is an essential tool for using critical thinking effectively. Moreover, a person with a high CTD possesses the willingness and effort to persevere at challenging tasks, necessitating openness to new ideas, which most students struggle with because of fear of failing when trying new things. In other words, pre-service teachers with high CTD tend to use higher-order thinking [11]. Also, CTD helps to motivate others to think [12] and improves self-efficacy [13] in individuals. Thus, utilizing CTD in learning mathematics encourages future math educators to approach the subject with a deeper understanding, adaptability, and a commitment to continuous improvement to enhance the students’ overall mathematics performance and learning experience.

On the other hand, the learning approach used by pre-service teachers in learning mathematics is essential for achieving success because it provides perspectives on the characteristics of good learners [14]. An individual can take one of two learning approaches [15], deep or surface. Deep learners tend to understand the lessons and connect new ideas to existing ones, and surface learners tend to memorize and only focus on what is required to pass the subject [16]. The learning approach reflects their dedication to acquiring valuable knowledge and skills [17] necessary to prepare pre-service teachers to become competitive and competent human resources that enrich the breadth of expertise in higher education learning. Also, the learning approach can directly impact the teaching methods of pre-service teachers [18], proving that tailoring instruction to match the preferred learning approach of the student will open opportunities for pre-service teachers to become influential facilitators of mathematical learning by allowing the students to nurture critical thinking, and cater to diverse learning needs.

Exploring CTD and learning approaches among pre-service teachers is necessary to become future math educators. By nurturing the CTD and aligning teaching methods with the learning approach, pre-service teachers can create an equitable and engaging environment that will enhance the students’ mathematics performance and overall learning experience. This would enable pre-service teachers to offer prospective students the opportunity to grasp mathematical concepts and substantiate their learning [19]. This study was grounded in self-regulatory theory, which underscores the dynamic involvement of learners in adopting cognitive processes, emotions, and conduct [20]. Studies showed that students who exhibit robust self-regulation in learning, including reflection, motivation, self-evaluation, and procedural understanding, tend to perform better in mathematics [21], [22]. These qualities are linked to CTD and the learning approach since these two interconnected variables play a significant role in the engagement and process of information during learning.

Several studies have investigated CTD and learning approaches with different variables and respondents. For instance, a positive association of CTD with numeracy problems and problem-based learning was shown in previous studies [23], [24]. A high level of CTD is also believed to positively affect learning proficiency among Chinese high school students [25]. Study among South African students in mathematics performance shows a correlation between their learning approach [26]. Likewise, self-assessment and learning methods positively affect students’ academic achievements [27], [28]. However, CTD and learning approaches have not yet been fully explored in mathematics education. It is noticeable that CTD research is less than studies about critical thinking skills. This implies that there is insufficient research to guide teachers in encouraging CTD. Also, it will be interesting to find out whether the learning approach used by the pre-service mathematics teachers has a connection with their mathematics performance level. In this regard, exploring CTD and learning approaches is still necessary, but this time, it is correlated with the pre-service math teacher’s mathematics performance. The findings of this study will serve as a foundation and point of reference for future research endeavors in the field of education, notably the three variables examined in the study.

2. METHOD

A quantitative research design employing descriptive-correlational was utilized to attain the study objectives. The descriptive method was used to provide comprehensive insights into the respondent’s CTD, learning approach, and overall level of mathematics performance. The correlational design was employed to delve deeper into the relationships between specific variables, focusing on understanding how CTD and learning approaches are related to the mathematics performance of pre-service mathematics teachers. One hundred twenty-five individuals whose characteristics align with the research’s specific purpose were chosen. The respondents for this research were first-year to fourth-year students enrolled in the Bachelor of Secondary Education majoring in mathematics at Central Luzon, Philippines, school year 2022-2023.
In gathering data, a three-part questionnaire instrument was used. The student-educator negotiated critical thinking dispositions scale (SENCTDS) developed by Quinn et al. [29] was used to evaluate the CTDs of respondents. This survey questionnaire consisted of six scales (reflection, attentiveness, open-mindedness, organization, perseverance, and intrinsic goal motivation) allocated with 21 questions. One hundred one items spanning 13 dispositions were analyzed using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis across two independent samples. Results confirmed a six-factor SENCTDS measure, with good reliability for the total scale (α = 0.773) and sub-scales (α = 0.594 - 0.823). The revised two-factor study process questionnaire (R-SPQ-2F) adopted by Zakariya et al. [30] in Biggs et al. study [15] was used to identify the learning approach of pre-service mathematics teachers. This survey consists of two subscales (deep approach and surface approach) allocated with 19 questions. Analysts’ results confirmed good reliability for (α = 0.81, and α = 0.72) in each approach.

The last part of the questionnaire comprises items from four branches of mathematics (arithmetic, algebra, trigonometry, and geometry) commonly encountered by junior and senior high school students. This ensured that all respondents possessed a background in the subject matter. To determine the reliability and validity of the questionnaire, the items were evaluated for appropriateness among the pre-service mathematics teachers. The instruments underwent mathematics experts review, and researchers made necessary revisions and edits based on comments and suggestions; then, after the validation process, the final mathematics test consisted of 40 items. The instrument underwent a pilot test involving 53 non-participants. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was calculated, with a 0.791 value indicating acceptable consistency and reliability to determine its reliability. The final sample for the main study comprised 125 participants, and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was estimated to be 0.817, demonstrating the instrument’s acceptable consistency and reliability.

In data gathering, a letter of request was sent to the relevant authorities, seeking approval for conducting the research. The study also passes through the approval of the research protocol by the Ethics Review Committee at Central Luzon State University, located at Science City of Muñoz, Nueva Ecija, Philippines [ERC Code: 2023-498]. When it comes to utilizing the adopted questionnaires, responsible action was taken by emailing the original authors of the instruments and requesting permission to use them before integrating them into the study. The respondents are then asked to answer the SENCTDS, R-SPQ-2F, and mathematics tests. Adequate time, ranging from 10 to 20 minutes, was allotted for the first two parts and an additional 1 hour for the last part. Regarding data analysis, descriptive statistics were utilized to determine the level and frequency of the variables. At the same time, multiple and simple regression was used to identify the relationship between CTD and learning approach in the mathematics performance of pre-service mathematics teachers.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Respondents’ critical thinking disposition

The CTD is a fundamental aspect of critical thinking that influences academic achievement, especially in mathematics education (\(\bar{x} = 4.85, SD = 1.28\)). Using the descriptive analysis, Table 1 shows limited CTD among the pre-service mathematics teachers. The reflective parameter displayed (\(\bar{x} = 5.01, SD = 1.05\)) indicates that respondents exhibited little inclination to engage in reflective thinking. At the same time, the attentiveness parameter yielded (\(\bar{x} = 4.98, SD = 1.14\)), implying that respondents demonstrated a relatively limited level of attentiveness during their mathematics learning journey. Moving on to the open-mindedness parameter, the data reveal that respondents showcased a fair degree of openness to different points of view in learning math (\(\bar{x} = 4.50, SD = 1.48\)). Additionally, the organization parameter obtained (\(\bar{x} = 4.84, SD = 1.69\)) suggests respondents’ moderate inclination towards being orderly, systematic, and diligent when working on their mathematics tasks. Moreover, in the perseverance parameter, respondents achieved (\(\bar{x} = 4.97, SD = 1.61\)), indicating that respondents tended to be resilient when confronted with complex tasks in mathematics without easily giving up. Respondents obtained (\(\bar{x} = 4.85, SD = 0.71\)) regarding the intrinsic goal motivation parameter signifies a moderately positive and enthusiastic attitude among pre-service mathematics teachers toward their mathematics tasks and acquiring new knowledge.

The overall CTD aligned with the verbal description “somewhat agree” level, the same as all verbal descriptions of parameters. This suggests a collective inclination towards limited engagement in critical thinking during mathematics study. In connection with these results, earlier investigations reported students demonstrating a fair level of CTD [31]. However, the CTD of pre-service teachers in other majors is slightly higher than the average [32], [33]. This finding is notably a high level of CTD compared to the limited application observed in pre-service mathematics teachers in the study. This may be due to the lack of a teaching guide on enhancing CTD when teaching mathematics among pre-service mathematics teachers. Additionally, since CTD is the habit of thinking critically [9], the mathematics task or objectives given in the
pre-service mathematics teachers in mathematics courses is also a reason why the level of CTD shown in the study was quite limited. It is essential to consider introducing new teaching materials in mathematics education that can improve the attitudes to think critically for potential enhancement of mathematics performance among math educators. This is because the complex nature of mathematics courses demands high CTD to understand effectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>( \bar{x} )</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reflection</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attentiveness</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-mindedness</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic goal motivation</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted mean</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>Somewhat agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: strongly disagree (1.00 to 1.82), disagree (1.83 to 2.69), somewhat disagree (2.70 to 3.56), neither disagree nor agree (3.57 to 4.43), somewhat agree (4.44 to 5.30), agree (5.31 to 6.17), strongly agree (6.18 to 7.00)

3.2. Respondents learning approach

The respondents were effectively categorized into their employed learning approaches during their mathematics learning endeavors as shown in Table 2. The result shows that most pre-service mathematics teachers, accounting for 60% of the total sample, utilized a deep learning approach. This indicates that they engaged in a learning style that prioritized higher-order cognitive skills by exercising critical thinking abilities and interacting dynamically with the material being studied. On the other hand, a significant portion, encompassing 40% of respondents, employed a surface approach to learning. This finding implies that the respondents opted for a more passive learning style, focusing primarily on acquiring the necessary information without delving deeper into the subject matter.

A deep or surface approach among pre-service mathematics teachers serves as their characteristics as learners. Learners who taught with an integrated curriculum exhibited a deep approach more frequently than the surface approach [34], indicating the influence of curriculum design on learning approaches. While the surface approach is often utilized depending on the objective of the course study [35], if the purposes of the mathematics course focus on lower thinking skills, then learners tend to use the surface approach to achieve it sufficiently. Thus, most pre-service mathematics teachers who use deep approaches in the study are greatly affected by the educators’ learning objectives, teaching methods, and assessment tasks in mathematics education. Although the majority of respondents in the study employed a deep approach, which is encouraging, a notable portion of pre-service teachers utilized a surface approach, which is concerning since mathematics concepts typically demand a deep approach for adequate understanding. This means that it is imperative to enhance the mathematics course objectives of pre-service mathematics teachers during their training [36] to ensure that pre-service mathematics teachers can effectively instill higher-order thinking in their future students when they are in service.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deep approach</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface approach</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Respondents’ mathematics performance

Table 3 presents an in-depth analysis of the mathematics performance of the respondents. It was revealed that mathematics performance scores have \( \bar{x} = 23.75, SD = 4.80 \). These statistical figures serve as a foundation for evaluating the participants’ level of performance in mathematics. To gain deeper insights into the distribution, scores were categorized into three groups: below average, average, and above average. A total of 21 (16.8%) fell below the average performance; these respondents demonstrated relatively weaker performance in mathematics. Most respondents, totaling 82 (65.6%), showed average mathematics performance; these respondents showcased mathematics abilities consistent with the average performance demonstrated by other samples. While a smaller subgroup of 22 (17.6%) exhibited above-average
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3.4. Respondents’ critical thinking disposition (CTD) as a predictor of mathematics performance

The findings of simple regression analysis provide valuable insights into the relationship between CTD and the mathematics performance of pre-service mathematics teachers as shown in Table 4. The result shows that the CTD of the pre-service teachers is a positive predictor of math performance ($\beta = 1.194, p < 0.05$), implying that a one-unit increase in the level of CTD corresponds to an estimated 1.194 unit increase in mathematics performance. This only means that pre-service teachers with a high level of CTD tend to have high mathematics performance. This finding is inclined to Liu et al. [25], where CTD predicts academic achievement for influencing learning efficiency and better performance in speaking and learning, which could extend to other scholarly domains such as mathematics [24]. The CTD of pre-service mathematics teachers plays a crucial role in designing assessment instruments and enhancing problem-solving abilities for their students [42], which emphasizes the importance of CTD in intellectual skills.

Critical thinking is a prerequisite in learning mathematics [43], and many teaching instructions in mathematics education were created to enhance critical thinking skills and improve math learning. However, instructional materials in the enhancement of CTD are still insufficient when, in fact, for an individual to be a critical thinker, they should possess not only high critical thinking skills but also a high CTD [44], [45]. Since the study indicates a strong correlation between CTD and mathematical performance, improving critical thinking among pre-service mathematics teachers should be considered. It is better to create a high level of questions in every mathematics task and require quality responses from every pre-service math teacher in their training to improve their habits in studying mathematics. This is because pre-service mathematics teachers can only impart positive attitudes and learning habits in mathematics to their future students if they can possess them themselves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Scores</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above average</td>
<td>29-40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>17.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>20-28</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>65.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below average</td>
<td>0-19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $\bar{x} = 23.75$, SD = 4.80

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>$F_{(1.123)}$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>11.194</td>
<td>2.849</td>
<td>4.452</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTD</td>
<td>2.594</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>3.929</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $R = 0.373$, $R^2 = 0.193$; $F_{(1.123)} = 19.822, p < 0.001$; Unstandardized coefficients ($\beta$); Standard error (E); Standard Coefficient (SC)
A multiple regression analysis was conducted to offer valuable insights into the relationship of mathematics performance based on CTD parameters as shown in Table 5. Among the predictors examined, two factors, reflective and intrinsic goal motivation, emerged as significant contributors. Reflective was found to have a considerable positive correlation with mathematics performance ($\beta = 1.149$, $p < 0.05$), implying that a one-unit increase in the reflective level corresponds to an estimated 1.149-unit increase in mathematics performance, which suggests that pre-service mathematics educators who engage in reflecting upon their learning experiences are more likely to excel in mathematics courses. Reflective thinking forms part of the higher-order thinking skills that have to be mastered by students of mathematics education [46] and is a well-known factor in impacting achievement in mathematics. The results can be related to Aldmahesh et al. [47], which underscores the usefulness of reflective thinking for pre-service mathematics teachers in exploring themselves and enhancing their professional development. Pre-service mathematics teachers with the more vital ability for reflective thinking tended to dedicate more time to mathematics activities like recognizing, grasping, and putting together knowledge and rethinking solving problems [48]. It can also enhance the cognitive skills needed in learning mathematics [49]. This active involvement has the potential to positively impact their performance in mathematics and nurture their thinking abilities, which in turn can lead to academic success.

Table 5. Multiple regression analysis summary of CTD subscales in predicting mathematics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>$SC$</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>4.220</td>
<td>3.274</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.289</td>
<td>0.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>1.149</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>3.076</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attentiveness</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-mindedness</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>1.514</td>
<td>0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.291</td>
<td>1.599</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perseverance</td>
<td>-0.729</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>-0.244</td>
<td>-1.342</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic Goal Motivation</td>
<td>2.293</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>4.164</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: R = 0.541, $R^2$ = 0.293; $F(6,118) = 8.152$, $p < 0.001$; Unstandardized coefficients ($\beta$); Standard error (E); Standard Coefficient (SC)

Likewise, intrinsic goal motivation also demonstrated a significant positive relationship with mathematics performance ($\beta = 2.293$, $p < 0.001$), which indicates that the increase of one-unit level in intrinsic goal motivation is associated with an estimated increase of 2.293 units in mathematics performance. Thus, individuals with a high internal motivation to learn mathematics tend to perform better in related courses. Teachers can significantly impact their students’ intrinsic goal motivation. Thus, it is imperative to dispel the beliefs that can affect their teaching methods and student motivation, such as the notion that mathematical understanding requires innate ability [50]. Pre-service mathematics teachers with high intrinsic goal motivation can establish high academic targets by overcoming challenges during their mathematics studies [51]. With high intrinsic motivation learners can still drive to attain high academic standards in math regardless of disadvantaged backgrounds [52]. This motivation can be further developed through interventions focusing on an incremental mindset [53], resulting in positive performance in mathematics.

These findings highlight the multifaceted interplay of reflective and intrinsic goal motivation as a parameter of CTD in influencing mathematics performance. Enhancing these two specific predictors through instructional materials can significantly influence CTD, affecting mathematics performance. Previous studies have proposed interventions to enhance CTD. For instance, developing the ‘critical thinking cycle model’ [54] can be a foundation for creating mathematical tasks to improve math performance. Additionally, a game called ‘uManage’ is used for analyzing learners’ CTD [55] and different types of teaching, like blended learning, for its efficacy in enhancing CTD [56]. These proposed interventions align with 21st-century learning principles, emphasizing technology’s significant role in improving critical thinking, particularly CTD. Thus, since reflective and intrinsic goal motivation parameters of CTD serve as predictors of math performance in the present study, then including activities like journaling, games with representation of real-life problems and involving more rewards than punishments in a classroom setting could serve as a foundation for enhancement of CTD in mathematics education teaching instructions. This propose activities would be preferably better if incorporated with technology.

On the other hand, it is also important to highlight that the four parameters, attentiveness, open-mindedness, organization, and perseverance, did not correlate with mathematics performance. This could be due to the lack of tasks or initiatives to improve these aspects in current mathematics education materials. Nevertheless, it is crucial to recognize that while these variables may not emerge as significant...
predictors in this study, they could still carry significance in different contexts or with a larger sample size. The regression equation derived from the analysis: $y = 11.194 - 2.594x$, where $y =$ mathematics performance; $x =$ level of CTD; and 11.194 is the constant term. This equation allows us to estimate an individual’s mathematics performance based on their CTD level. While regression equation derived from CTD parameters: $y = 4.220 + 1.149x_1 + 2.293x_2$, where $y =$ Mathematics performance; $x_1 =$ Reflective level; $x_2 =$ intrinsic goal motivation level; and 4.220 is the constant term. This equation allows us to estimate an individual’s mathematics performance based on their reflective tendencies and intrinsic goal motivation levels.

3.5. Respondents’ learning approach as a predictor of mathematics performance

The findings of the simple regression analysis provide valuable insights into the predictor of mathematics performance based on the learning approach as shown in Table 6. The deep approach significantly correlated with mathematics performance ($\beta = -2.020$, $p < 0.05$). This suggests that pre-service teachers who employ a deep approach will likely achieve better math performance than those who adopt a surface approach. Specifically, a one-unit increase in the profound approach predictor is associated with an estimated increase of 2.020 units in the outcome variable. This finding indicates the importance of adopting a deep learning approach in enhancing mathematics performance.

A deep approach is associated with improved performance in mathematics tasks [26], [28]. This approach requires students to think multi-dimensionally, make logical conclusions, and be prepared for adverse consequences, essential skills for mathematics success [57]. Leenknecht et al. [58] asserted that pre-service teachers who use a deep approach seek feedback to enhance their learning and develop their higher-order thinking abilities [59] frequently. This will be helpful since it can influence the learning outcomes of their future students [60] by providing clear guidelines and adequate time for engagement in mathematical discussions and activities. Additionally, the instructional techniques utilized, such as lectures and the nature of test queries provided by teachers, tend to encourage students to adopt a surface approach [61]. This underscores the crucial responsibility of teachers in promoting the utilization of a deep approach among learners. Thus, in-service and pre-service teachers are tasked with creating a supportive environment conducive to utilizing a deep approach. Therefore, it is essential to impart to pre-service mathematics teachers the utilization of the deep approach in their instructional practices.

Diverse strategies and considerations can support the implementation of a deep approach to teaching mathematics. For instance, integrating interactive and engaging activities into mathematics teaching can support a deep approach [62]. Additionally, the role of language in teaching mathematics has been emphasized to play a crucial role in helping learners reflect, communicate, and deepen their understanding of mathematics problems [63]. Moreover, applications utilizing augmented reality technology in mathematics education have been suggested to enhance deep approach learning [64], indicating the potential for innovative and technology-enhanced approaches in teaching mathematics in pre-service mathematics teachers. Thus, integrating different instructional teaching to promote a deep approach to thinking, such as active engagement activities, adaptation of real-life word problems, and maximizing the use of technology, can facilitate the adoption and enhancement of the deep learning approach in mathematics education.

Furthermore, the regression equation derived from the analysis is as follows: $y = 26.580 - 2.020x$, where $y =$ mathematics performance; $x =$ the learning approach (code 1-deep approach and code 2-surface approach); and 26.580 is the constant term. This equation allows us to estimate the pre-service mathematics performance based on their learning approach, indicating that a deep approach is associated with better mathematics performance.

Table 6. Simple regression analysis summary of learning approach in predicting mathematics performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>26.580</td>
<td>1.277</td>
<td>20.808</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning approach</td>
<td>-2.020</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>-0.207</td>
<td>-2.345</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $R =$ 0.207, $R^2 =$ 0.043; $F_{(1,123)} =$ 5.301, $p < 0.05$; Unstandardized coefficients ($\beta$); Standard error ($E$); Standard Coefficient (SC). Code: 1-Deep Approach, 2-Surface Approach

4. CONCLUSION

The perception of mathematics as abstract and challenging to grasp is common among students, posing difficulty for educators to dispel such notions. The improvement of mathematics performance requires focus to educators themselves, particularly pre-service mathematics teachers, who play a significant impact in students’ attitudes toward mathematics. The utilization of positive learning habits and appropriate learning approaches by pre-service mathematics teachers significantly influences their mathematics performance. Therefore, integrating the enhancement of CTD, especially reflective thinking, and intrinsic...
goal motivation, in their training programs is imperative. Moreover, encouraging a deep learning approach to learning mathematics is highlighted, as it promotes higher-order thinking essential for tackling mathematical tasks and concepts. Thus, promoting the implication of interactive activities and embracing innovative technology-based methods like augmented reality applications is recommended. This holistic approach ensures that pre-service mathematic teachers and future mathematic educators are equipped to enhance mathematics education effectively.

Furthermore, for future researchers interested in investigating the same topic, it is suggested to consider including critical thinking skills as an additional factor. Additionally, enhancing the statistical significance by enlarging the sample size and encompassing pre-service teachers from different majors is highly recommended. This would help to explore in more detail how the learning approach and CTD are connected to the mathematics performance of future educators. With these, results are not applicable to all students training to be teachers. The study was specifically focused on students who want to teach mathematics in the future. Even though the findings are helpful, they might not be accurate for all pre-service teachers. It is important to remember this specific focus when using the information from the study.
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